
 

 

Table 1: Actions Arising from Internal Audit Reviews 

Audit Review 
Title 

Report 
Issued 
Date 

Finding / Recommendation Progress Update Officer 
Responsible 
and 
Timescale 

Monthly Data 
Collection 

20/12/2018 An internal post-implementation 
review of the monthly data collection 
process should be completed.  
This may help to inform future 
developments such as direct debit 
collection. 

The Direct Debit process was implemented as planned from 1 April 2020, but 
with the recognition that some employers would have difficulties in complying 
with the new arrangements due to impact of COVID.  
 
As a result, the full completion of the project is now expected to extend to 31 
August. A lessons learnt review will be undertaken by the new Project and 
Improvement Lead (once appointed) after the project is completed. 
Recruitment of this post is now out to external advertisement in July 2020. 

Head of 
Pensions 
Administration 
 
30 September 
2020 

Additional 
Voluntary 
Contributions 
(AVC) Review 

13/09/2019 The Authority should undertake a 
review to determine the adequacy of 
the current contract management 
arrangements with the AVC 
providers.   
A process should be established to 
monitor progress against Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
between the AVC provider and the 
Authority.  
 
Where KPI targets are not met, the 
Authority should ensure these are 
followed up within a timely manner. 

SLA service information received and being actively monitored on a case by 
case basis with no concerns identified since monitoring commenced. 
 
The planned wider review of AVC provision has been hampered by COVID 
and by delays with the AVC Providers providing full details of existing SLA 
and contractual provisions. Consequently, this review will now take place in 
Quarters 2 and 3 of 2020/21. 

Head of 
Pensions 
Administration 
 
31 January 
2021 

Additional 
Voluntary 
Contributions 
(AVC) Review 

13/09/2019 The Authority should consider the 
appropriateness of whether all 
employees should be required to 
complete a ‘Register of Employees’ 
Interests’ with regular review of this. 
 
The corporate Code of Conduct 
should be reviewed and updated. 
 

The updated Code of Conduct was agreed in May 2020 and made available to 
all staff via SharePoint. The updated Code of Conduct includes an expanded 
Register of Interests which will be issued to all staff as part of a re-launch of 
the Code of Conduct, to take place by 31 August and will be reviewed 
annually.  
The Code of Conduct forms part of the induction process. 

HR Business 
Partner & SMT 
 
31 August 2020 



 

 

Audit Review 
Title 

Report 
Issued 
Date 

Finding / Recommendation Progress Update Officer 
Responsible 
and 
Timescale 

HR 
Governance 

22/01/2020 Ensure the 3-year policy review 
programme is completed. 

The three year review process commenced in October 2018.  As of December 
2019, 16 policies have completed the review process, 5 were in progress and 
8 had yet to commence.  The work was prioritised so that the policies with any 
risk in relation to legal compliance were reviewed first. 
 
Progress on the review programme is reviewed by the Senior Management 
Team on a quarterly basis allowing work to be prioritised between this activity 
and other equally important HR related work that needs to be undertaken. 
 
The review programme is scheduled for full completion by October 2021. 

HR Business 
Partner & SMT 
 
31 August 2020 

HR 
Governance 

22/01/2020 Ensure an appropriately structured 
Performance Appraisal & 
Development programme, including 
corporate timescales, workflows and 
review forms. 
 

New documentation for both appraisals and 1:1's was agreed during 
March/April 2020. The new appraisal document was used for the annual 
appraisals taking place during the first quarter.  A corporate time frame across 
the organisation was not set yet due to the other priorities resulting from the 
lockdown. Now this pressure has eased, we will carry out any further steps 
required and will shortly be launching appraisal guidance for managers. 
 
In the medium to long term, a revised process and documentation based 
around an annual appraisal with an interim review supported by regular 1:1’s 
will be designed, initially in SharePoint pending new business systems 
implementation.  This will be supported by a programme of training for 
managers and staff.  This will be implemented by April 2021, in line with the 
second round of the annual appraisal process. 

HR Business 
Partner & SMT 
 
30 April 2021 
 



 

 

Audit Review 
Title 

Report 
Issued 
Date 

Finding / Recommendation Progress Update Officer 
Responsible 
and 
Timescale 

HR 
Governance 

22/01/2020 Implement a corporate approach to 
the management of training and 
development. 

The Authority’s budget proposals include very significant investment in various 
forms of learning and development activity covering all staff.  The aim is to 
create programmes (utilising e-learning and other technologies) which cover: 
•Induction •Annual refresher programmes (covering areas such as data 
protection and anti-fraud) •Supporting the Pensions Administration career 
grade process. 
 
Work is also required as part of this process to more clearly drive the overall 
training and development plan from the results of the appraisal process and to 
more clearly identify the volume of learning and development activity 
undertaken by staff which is self-evidently considerable but not properly 
recognised. 
This is a very significant programme of work which will run in parallel with the 
implementation of the new business systems.  A more detailed phased plan 
with specific milestones will be developed, with completion in line with the new 
business systems scheduled for April 2022. 
 
Plans to fully utilise the additional investment in learning and development 
have been disrupted by the lockdown and now seems unlikely to be fully 
completed in the year, although some aspects in relation to the Pension 
Administration career grade are now being picked up. The business systems 
project has commenced an initial round of discovery sessions, although at 
present these are concentrated on financial systems and further work is 
needed to identify a range of options for HR and Payroll.  

Director 
 
31 January 
2021 for plan 
 
30 April 2022 
for new 
systems 
implementation 



 

 

Audit Review 
Title 

Report 
Issued 
Date 

Finding / Recommendation Progress Update Officer 
Responsible 
and 
Timescale 

HR 
Governance 

22/01/2020 Ensure there is a formalised change 
management process for requesting 
changes to the existing establishment 
structure. 

The Constitution places authority to make establishment changes with the 
Director as Head of paid Service (with larger scale change requiring member 
approval).  Currently there is no recorded arrangement for further delegation, 
nor is there a standard form or process for recording decisions.  Without 
addressing these changes the significant progress made by Finance and HR 
in creating a clear baseline for the establishment will be lost.  Therefore, it is 
proposed to initially produce a formal further scheme of delegation from the 
Director to Heads of Service in relation to establishment changes under the 
constitutional provisions allowing the development of such schemes.  
 
Following the agreement of the defined delegations in this area, appropriate 
standard documentation and a process (within SharePoint if possible) will be 
developed. 
 
An outline of a process and scheme of delegation were developed prior to the 
"lockdown" in March 2020. However, further work on this has been delayed 
due to the need to prioritise as a result of the lockdown. Now that this 
pressure is easing these two actions will be returned to. 

Director 
 
31 December 
2020 

Staff Payroll 20/02/2020 A review of the Staff Payroll 
procedures identified that they 
needed to be reviewed and enhanced 
to include the roles and 
responsibilities of all payroll staff, the 
receipt and types of source 
documentation to be provided to 
payroll, the controls in place for all 
payroll data to be approved by an 
authorised signatory and reference to 
the Authority's Financial Regulations. 

Following a re-organisation and changes in the staffing of the payroll team 
from January 2020, the ‘Staff Payroll Procedures’ document will be fully 
reviewed and updated to include coverage of all the items listed in the review 
finding.  
 
This will incorporate changes to procedures arising from new ways of working 
within the new team structure – these are being developed during February / 
March 2020. Once the newly revised procedure is complete, the payroll staff 
will be asked to read it and confirm that they have done so and that they 
understand their roles and responsibilities. 
 
Update 06/07/2020: Due to the lockdown situation and the impact this has had 
on workloads and also in terms of having to work remotely, the timescale for 
this action has been extended to 30/09/2020. 

Head of 
Finance & 
Corporate 
Services 
 
30 September 
2020 



 

 

Audit Review 
Title 

Report 
Issued 
Date 

Finding / Recommendation Progress Update Officer 
Responsible 
and 
Timescale 

Journals 11/05/2020 Ensure procedures for journals are 
up-to-date and clear with regards to 
roles, responsibilities and the 
processes to be adopted. 

The internal reference list of officers authorised to create, approve and input 
journals was updated as at 04/05/2020. This will be reviewed and updated 
regularly alongside the journal procedure notes in future.  We will fully review 
and revise the procedure notes for journals and combine these into one 
document. We will ensure that the procedure notes are amended to address 
all of the points identified in the IA report and then ‘walked through’ to make 
sure that they are effective. 

Head of 
Finance & 
Corporate 
Services 
 
31 August 2020 

Risk 
Management 

29/06/2020 The Authority has not delivered a 
focussed Risk Management training 
session to Members. Members are 
however involved in frequent 
discussions around the management 
of risk in specific contexts, e.g. 
investment issues. 

This finding is accepted and while risk management is referred to in many of 
the training sessions delivered to members, a session focussing more on this 
as a topic, particularly in the context of the investment process would be 
beneficial for members.  
 
Unfortunately, the COVID pandemic is causing disruption to the Authority’s 
ability to deliver training to members; as complex topics of this sort benefit 
from a degree of interaction which is not possible over video conferencing 
technology.  
 
It has been agreed that one of the member seminars on investment related 
topics over the remainder of the year will specifically address risk issues. This 
is likely to be delivered by a combination of in house resource and one of the 
investment advisers. 

Director 
 
31 March 2021 

 

  



 

 

Table 2: Recommendations Fully Completed Since Last Report 

Audit Review Title Report Issued 
Date 

Finding / Recommendation Progress Update Officer Responsible 
and Timescale 

Verification of 
Assets 

05/04/2019 Procedure documents should be 
periodically reviewed to ensure 
they are current, fit for purpose 
and reflect any organisational 
change. All references to the Bus 
Fund should be deleted. 

COMPLETED 
The procedure documents were all updated by 
November 2019 and will be reviewed at least annually 
or sooner if required for procedural changes. 

Head of Finance & 
Corporate Services 
 
30 November 2019 

Equity Protection 
Scheme 

11/04/2019 Asset & Liability study to be 
undertaken by independent 
consultants to decide whether 
equity protection is still a 
necessary option. 

COMPLETED 
This was taken to the Authority meeting in March 2020 
as part of the Investment Strategy review. It was 
recommended and agreed that we would allow the 
equity protection to roll off as the options matured. The 
final options rolled off at the end of April 2020. 

Head of Investment 
Strategy 
 
March 2020 

UPM Pensioner 
Payroll 

15/08/2019 The Life Certificate Process 
Guidance Notes should be 
reviewed and updated to ensure 
the document is fit for purpose.  

COMPLETED 
Detailed review undertaken and guidance notes were 
fully updated by 31 Dec 2019. 

Communication & 
Training Manager 
 
31 December 2019 



 

 

Audit Review Title Report Issued 
Date 

Finding / Recommendation Progress Update Officer Responsible 
and Timescale 

DPO Assurance 
Review: 
Breach 
Management 

10/07/2019 The overall procedure for breach 
management contains insufficient 
guidance on personal information 
data breaches, including mention 
of GDPR requirements. 

COMPLETED 
The Breach Management Procedure has been 
updated to explicitly reference the procedures for 
handling breaches in the context of GDPR, including 
statutory timeframes, investigation responsibilities, 
cyber incidents and when to notify the DPO and ICO. 
Considered by the Local Pension Board October 2019. 
 

Head of Pensions 
Administration 
 
October 2019 

 

 


